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01 Introduction 
All PDFs of reviews and papers uploaded on OLAT are mandatory reading for the exams. 

Most contents of the Introduction will be explained in more detail in the following chapters. 

Proliferation 
Differentiation Cell migration 

Connectivity Axonal pathfinding 
Synapse formation 
Circuit formation 

Maturation Cell death 
Pruning 

Aberrant development can lead to disease 

Neurogenesis 
Anterior part grows most 

into diencephalon & 

telencephalon in primates 

-> folds up 

-> cortex (covers most 

parts of the brain) 

 

 

- Development means increase in size and increase in complexity! 

- The size of the forebrain increased during evolution 

- Structures may look very different in the adult organism (e.g. eye) but their development is very 

similar in invertebrates & vertebrates 

Gastrulation 
Make cells different from each other 

-> differentiation & proliferation 

(see later chapters) 

 

 

The mechanisms of development during early stages are the same for all vertebrates  
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Neurulation          Proliferation 

Cells proliferate in the ventricular zone of the neural tube 

(asymmetric division into stem cell & precursor) 

 

 

Radial Migration: 
-   Radial glia can give rise to neuronal precursors -> stem cells 

-   Radial glia for guidance to outer surface of neural tube 

-   Cortical development 

 Asymmetric division 

 Precursor migrates along glial process until they reach a 

 Stop signal (line of the Cajal-Retzius cells) 

 Later born precursors will migrate through the previously 

build layer because environment has changes 

 Cortical layers are built from inside out 

Tangential Migration: 
- migrate parallel to surface -> become interneurons 

 

The peripheral nervous system of vertebrates is segmented 
- Sensory neurons are found in dorsal route ganglia along anterior posterior axis 

- Very symmetrical arrangement, how is that achieved? 

- Somites are essential for the segmentation of the peripheral nervous system 

o Somite structures have anterior & posterior parts 

- Cells can only migrate through anterior part of somites 

 Thunneling cells into certain areas  

   (higher density per volume) 
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Migration and Differentiation cannot be separated in neural crest development 
- Different factors -> different environments -> different development 

-> influence on migration & differentiation 

o Non-neural cells migrate under epidermis along AP axis 

 Will not be tunneled -> homogeneous pigmentation 

o Neural crest cells migrate near aorta 

o the caudal part of the somite is inhibitory for neural crest cell migration 

 NS will be tunneled 

Differentiation and Patterning 

Lateral inhibition defines the number of neuronal cells 
 

Activation of notch = not turning into a neuron 

 

 

Specification of Anteroposterior and Dorsoventral identity 
Distance in AP axis is much larger than in DV axis 

-> gradients not stable 

-> differentiation decoded by hox genes 

-> gradients of morphogens within segments instead of the 

whole length of the axis 

French Flag Model 
Describes how cells become different from each other 

Neural Connectivity – the basis of neural function 

Neurons extend long processes to connect to their targets 

Axons use guidepost cells as intermediate targets 

Guidance Molecules 
Long-range cues:  

know where you want to go but not 

how to get there ->overall direction 

Short-range cues: 

molecules that are placed along the 

pathway 

can be attractive or repulsive 
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How is extracellular guidance information transmitted to intracellular signaling? 
- Cytoskeleton has to change 

- Crosstalk between what happened on the surface and the cytoskeleton inside the cell 

Synapse formation 
- On average every neuron is connected to 1000 neurons 

- The neuromuscular junction is the best understood model for synapse formation 

o 10 times as large than central nervous synapse -> easier to study 

o Also much easier to access (periphery) 

Components of the nervous system 

Central nervous system 

Neurons are arranged into nuclei or into layers 

axons form tracts 

Peripheral nervous system 

Neurons are located in ganglia 

axons form nerves 

The neuron is the basic cellular element of the nervous system 

Afferent neurons 

Neurons that carry information toward the CNS 

Interneurons 

Neurons participating in local aspects of a circuit 

Efferent neurons 

Neurons that carry information away from the CNS 

Glial cells 

3 types of glial cells in the mature CNS: 

Astrocytes 

Maintain chemical environment of neurons 

Oligodendrocytes (Schwann cells) 

Myelination 

-> increases speed of action potential propagation 

Microglial cells 

Scavenger cells 
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02 Neural Stem Cells in the Adult Brain 

How do you get from a fertilized egg and pluripotent cells to the highly specialized neural 

structures? 
After gastrulation: neurulation (formation of neural tube) 

Principle idea: generate tissue polarity 

 From simple to highly diverse and complex 

How to visualize dividing cells (and their progeny)? – Tools 
1. Endogenous markers (pH3, Ki67, mitotic figures (replicating DNA)) 

-> use antibodies to identify the markers -> visualization of stem cells 

2. Thymidine analogues (BrdU) 

if cell is dividing: thymidine analogues are integrated into DNA 

-> use antibodies to visualize 

3. Fusion plasmids (e.g. tubulin, histones,…) 

4. Retroviruses + Progeny 

Moloney murine leukemia (MML) viruses 

Retroviral labelling:  

Can only integrate in DNA when nuclear membrane is open (during replication) 

-> specific for dividing cells 

5. Transgenic lineage tracers 

follow a single cell & see what kind of cells are generated from that cell 

 

Left: mouse with promoter & Cre recombinase 

right: stop flanked by loxP sites & Reporter gene 

Crossing: Cre combines loxP sites -> cuts out stop 

-> left: promotor inactive due to stop -> no LacZ 

-> right: active promotor: LacZ expression -> glia cell 

 

 

Cell division during neocortical development 
- Most of the stem cells are in the ventricular zone 

- Some dividing cells also in subventricular zone 

Radial glia as neural stem cells? 
- long processes that span the whole cortex  

- when they divide they go down to the ventricle 

- asymmetric division to generate neuronal progeny & self-renewal 

o newly generated progeny of neuron travels along the processes 

- symmetric division 

o newly generated basal progenitor can divide again in the subventricular zone 

A human brain has many more neurons 

than a mouse brain -> huge cortex surface  

-> not enough space to put in all the radial 

glia cells in the ventricle in order to create 

such a huge cortex 

-> radial glia in the outer SVZ in humans 
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Earlier concept by Santiago Ramon y Cajal: once development was ended it’s impossible to create new 

neurons that are integrated into the complex structure of the brain 

-> everything may die, nothing may be regenerated 

Analysis of adult neurogenesis 

BrdU labeling 

visualize newly formed nuclei 

Retroviral labeling 

visualize whole new cell morphologies 

NeuN – neuronal nuclear antigen that is commonly used as a biomarker for neurons 

 Combine BrdU & NeuN technique to detect newly born cells that differentiate into neurons 

 Evidence for lifelong neurogenesis 

Content of 14C in the atmosphere  

- was high during nuclear bomb testing period 

o Radioactive carbons are integrated in brain 

o Birthdating of the individual neurons 

-> strong evidence that many neurons in hippocampus were born during adulthood 

-> 80% of DG is replaced during lifetime 

2 main areas for ongoing Neurogenesis 

- SVZ (sub ventricular zone): only in mice? 

o Stem cells that give rise to cells that migrate along the RMS (rostral migratory stream) 

o Differentiate into olfactory neurons in the olfactory bulb (BO) 

- Hippocampal GD (Dentate gyrus): also in humans 

o Entrance into hippocampus (memory) 

o Lifelong addition of neurons 

Mechanisms of Adult Neurogenesis 

 

In vivo analysis of Neurogenesis 
- Problem: DG is very deep within the brain -> not that simple to image through areas above 

- Trick: do a cortical window (take out a piece of the cortex)  

-> modern long reaching two photon microscopy 

-> able to look at individual cells within the DG in the living mouse 

- Image over several days -> can follow individual cells 

- Functional imaging: 

o Sense the amount of Ca (how active the neuron is) 

-> cells are flashing when the mouse is learning 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_nucleus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antigen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biomarker_(cell)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurons
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Increase in the number of new neurons by running vs enriched environment 
- Control: more cells proliferate than are integrated into the circuitry (selection process) 

- Runners: increase in cell proliferation -> twice as many neurons integrated 

- Enriched: no change in cell proliferation but still twice as many neurons -> enhanced survival 

Morris water maze 
- Mice have to orient themselves to find a platform -> task depends on hippocampus 

- Enriched environment enhances learning (faster in understanding the task) 

Cab drivers have an increased hippocampal size 
- Hippocampal volume correlates with the time spent behind the wheel 

 Learning increases brain size (hippocampus) 

Dynamic Regulation of adult Neurogenesis 
Decreased activity of neural stem cells due to 

Brain injury, Age, Depression  

-> down regulators of neurogenesis 

- Chronically stressed mice show behavior of depression 

-> Anti-depressives can enhance activity of stem cells 

(demotivation gets better earlier than sadness -> suicides) 

- If neurogenesis is knocked out by irradiation effect is lost 

 Anti-depressive effect is dependent on neurogenesis 

Features of new born neurons 
- Young adult born neurons are highly excitable -> good at integrating new things 

o Lower induction threshold for LTP & Increased amplitude of LTP, etc. 

Strategies to ablate neurogenesis 
- Transgenic mice (using Thymidin Kinase or suicide genes under the control of stem cell promoters) 

o Disadvantage: unspecificity / many dead cells at once 

- Irradiation 

o Disadvantage: unspecific effect of x-ray (inflammation, effect on postmitotic cells) 

- Local cell ablation (e.g. lentiviral vectors) 

o Disadvantage: Which genes are specific? Traumatic injections 

o Advantage: very local 

 Use different “dirty” approaches and look what you can see in all of the approaches 

The dentate gyrus as pattern separator 
- Very similar situations (parking lot) are represented in a different way 

- Mice with decreased neurogenesis are impaired at spacial pattern separation 

o Animals without neurogenesis failed more often at difficult decisions 

How can stem cells proliferate lifelong? 

Replicative lifespan in Budding yeast – Rejuvenation 

Asymmetric segregation of Age: mother cell is retaining aging factors  

 -> daughter cells are rejuvenated & have max lifespan 

 Barrier between stem cells and progeny 

Summary 
- Radial glia are the neural stem cells of the developing cortex 

- Neurogenesis persists throughout life 

- How to look at dividing cells 

- Neural stem cell activity shapes behavior  
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03 Neurogenesis 

Proliferation 
Differentiation Cell migration 

Connectivity Axonal pathfinding 
Synapse formation 
Circuit formation 

Maturation Cell death 
Pruning 

1. Gastrulation 
How to make cells different from each 

other 

 -> produces 3 germ layers: ectoderm, 

mesoderm, endoderm 

Cells moving through the blastopore lip 
[Primitive streak in chicken = Blastomere lip in frog] 

- Involution at blastopore 

- migrate underneath 

- Have a new environment 

-> changes fate  

-> becomes mesoderm 

Transplantation experiments 

Found an area of the blastula that has the potential to induce a secondary body axis = 

Organizer (frog) = Node (mouse) = Hensen’s Node (chicken) 

Disection of pregastrula animal cap cells reveals  

neuronal development as the default pathway 

 BMPs –> prospective epidermis 

 BMP inhibitors –> prospective neural tissue (inhibitors stop inhibitors) 

Timing is important during development! 

Same experiment after gastrulation: you get neurons instead of epidermis 

2. Neurulation 

Neural development proceeds along a rostro-caudal gradient 

Anterior (rostral) part develops first  

-> Organisator (Hensen’s node) migrates down during 

development -> what is “behind” organisator has 

developed into nervous tissue 

Embryonic development can easily be studies in chicken 

embryos due to their accessibility in the egg 

Neural ectoderm in neural plate proliferates much faster 

than the ones around -> sheet deforms  

-> neural groove -> two crests meet -> neural tube 

-> the cells that fuse in the end = Neural crest cells => future NS 

Mesoderm structure beneath neural ectoderm is 

called notochord and plays an important role in 

neurulation -> secretes important factors  
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Asymmetric cell division 
- Stem cells span the whole lumen of the neural tube 

- For doubling the DNA the cell body migrated up 

- For the division phase it retracts the process from basal surface 

- One daughter remains attached to apical side -> stays stem cell 

- The other daughter cell loses contact to apical side -> differentiates 

- This happens if the division is not vertical to contact site 

 SNAREs decide on symmetric vs asymmetric cell division 

- Polarization of numb: gets relocated to one side of the cell during division 

-> visualization of asymmetric cell division 

Cell cycle 

- Cells in G0 resting phase can be influenced by factors from the environment to divide 

- The overall length of the progenitor cell cycle increases during embryogenesis 

-> G1 phase is getting longer -> factors can influence this phase 

- Cell cycle length hypothesis 

o 2 cells that are in the same environment are stochastically slightly different 

o Factors from the environment have influence on these cells 

o And cells are slightly different in some kind of proteins 

-> Increase in the difference of the cells (accumulation of proteins) 

-> One comes above a threshold earlier than another -> Asymmetric cell division 

-> When both are above threshold -> symmetric division again 

=> Time of protein accumulation deciding on division type (symmetric/asymmetric) 

Cell proliferation occurs in specialized areas of the nervous system: 
- Ventricular zone (inner area of neural tube) 

- Subventricular zone (second proliferative zone because one wouldn’t be sufficient in humans) 

- External germinal / granule cell layer (special part of the cerebellum) 

Cell proliferation – How do cells adopt to a specific fate? 
Fixed cell lineage in C.elegans (everything genetically determined) -> study mechanisms but bad human model 

How to make neurons and glia cells 

Lateral Inhibition 

- Defines the number of neural precursor cells 

- One cell has a slightly higher delta expression 

- It will block all the surrounding cells by activating their notch receptors 

 One cell is becoming clearly different from the neighboring cells -> neuronal precursor 

 Lateral Inhibition regulates the proportion of nervous tissue  [Notch = no neurons] 

Neuroblast formation 

- Neuroblasts divide asymmetrically to give a neuroblast stem cell a ganglion mother cell 

o A cell from the polarized epithelium is made different & then delaminates 

o Asymmetric division: 

 Ganglion mother cell (will divide exactly once symmetrically) 

 Neuroblast stem cell (can go on with asymmetric cell divisions) 

- Early and late-born neuroblasts differ from each other 

o Different dividing factors influence the cells born at different times 

- Analogue: Progenitor cells in the retina give rise to different cell types depending on 

time -> Progenitor slightly changes over time -> gives rise to different types of cells 

- Oligodendrocytes and motoneurons are derived from the same precursor pool  

(location the same but time changed) 
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Patterning the nervous system along the dorso-ventral axis 
The neural tube has an anterior and a posterior end 

- The cells that involute first will be at the brain end 

- First step of body axis formation 

How do cells become different from each other? 

The French Flag Model 

- represent the effect of a morphogen on cell differentiation 

- morphogen: signaling molecule that acts directly on cells  

-> specific cellular responses dependent on morphogen gradient 

Neurulation gives rise to a polarized neural tube 

BMP & SHH polarize the dorso-ventral axis of the neural tube 

- BMP at dorsal (= roof) plate 

- Shh: at ventral (= floor) plate & notochord  

-> induction of ventral cell types  

by repression of class I homeodomain genes  

& induction of class II genes 

-> overlapping gradients -> cross repressive system  

-> mutual repression produces sharp boundaries  

 Shh & BMP gradients pattern the dorso-ventral axis of the neural tube 

 neurons along the dorso-ventral axis are characterized by specific patterns of TF expression 

The Notochord - Chorda dorsalis 

- if the notochord is removed: neural tube will not differentiate 

- if you transplant a second notochord: a second floor plate develops 

 The notochord is required and sufficient to induce the floor plate 

Pattering the NS along the longitudinal axis 
- The brain contains 2 organizers that pattern the brain along the AP axis 

o MHB: Mid-Hindbrain-Boundary 

o ZLI: Zona Limitans Intrathalamica 

- Model for boundary formation 

o If one cell is different from neighbors & doesn’t fit in  

it can just migrate to the right place 

o Cells try to be surrounded by the same cell types  

-> clear boundaries 

o A new factor at a boundary can induce development  

of a new cell type 

- Hox gene expression patterns organize the longitudinal axis 

o Every segment is characterized by a specific pattern of hox gene expression 

-> gives specificity to area 

-> different types of neurons -> different types of nerves with different functions 

Rhombomere identity is determined by the Hox code 

Summary 
- Basic patterning mechanisms are conserved between vertebrates & invertebrates 

- Organizers secrete morphogens which induce specific gene expression patterns in responsive cells 

- Responsive cells differentiate to distinct cell types according to morphogen concentrations found at 

their location 

- Boundaries are formed by a combination of mutual repression & cell sorting 

- Timing is important in development! 
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04 Axon Growth & Survival 
The complexity of axon tracts increases rapidly during early stages of development 

Axons have to 

- Survive 

- Grow 

- Find and get to target (navigation) 

- Recognize target 

- Connect to target (synapse formation) 

Survival 
- Neurons need trophic factors to survive. e.g: Nerve Grow Factor (NGF) 

- Reducing the target area enhances cell death 

- Cells that die by apoptosis can be recognized by specific features  

(RNA nucleotides attached to fragments -> dUTP-biotin labeling) 

- Cell death by apoptosis requires protein synthesis -> apoptosis is an active process 

- Neurotrophins support survival of sensory neuron subtypes 

o 3 different tracts (A,B,C) that respond to the binding of diff. neurotrophic factors by releasing 

signlas for the cell to stay alive 

o P75 (death process) blocked by binding to the tracts 

o If in a complex: cell death is inhibited (higher binding affinity to neurotrophins) 

- Neurotrophins are released in a target-specific manner 

o Different factors are expressed in different tissues -> produce diff. types of neurotrophins 

o Neurotrophins make sure that the “wrong” neurons die at the wrong place 

-> selective support of neurons 

- Neurotrophins provide a means to adapt innervation to tissue size 

o 2 functions of neurotrophins: 

 Keep neurons alive -> adjust number of neurons alive in tissue 

 Error mechanism to eliminate wrong neurons 

- Neurotrophin signaling required endocytosis & retrograde transport 

o Loosening of actin skeleton to allow uptake of information vesicles 

o Transport of vesicles along the axons to nucleus (retrograde: towards cell body) with dynein 

- Neurotrophins prevent apoptosis & support synaptogenesis 

Growth 
- Axons extend long processes to connect to their targets 

o Mechanically it is not easy to maintain the structure 

o Need a cytoskeleton to maintain overall structure & for transport processes 

- Growth cone: tip of the axon with fingerlike protrusions (filopodia) 

-> highly motile -> explore environment to figure out where to go 

- Axons grow by adding new microtubules at the distal end 

- Axons also grow by stretching (intercalating growth) when connections are already made 

- The shape of the growth cone differs depending on the environment or the “growth phase” of the axon 

o Growth cone at a fascicle: pointed with little filopodia (follows tract)  

o At decision point: larger & more complex growth cone morphology 

(explore environment) 

o In target: first overshoots the target, then retracts  

-> deciding which contacts are most efficient 

- The speed of the growth cone depends on the location 

o Speed drops if it needs to sample the environment and make decisions 

& interactions 
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- Non-permissive substrates induce turns of growth cones at substrate boundary 

o How can a growth cone discover that is close to a target? 

o If molecules of environment are less permissive for growth: 

o Growth cone wants to stay on substrate where it can grow -> Initiates turn 

- Growth cones depend on dynamic cytoskeleton 

- Actin filaments & microtubules meet in the peripheral zone of vertebrate 

growth cones 

- Actin & microtubules form element of the growth cone’s cytoskeleton 

- Actin filaments & microtubules are in a “dynamic steady-state” 

o Tread milling cycle of actin filaments 

 Depolymerized on one end & polymerized at the other 

 In axons: new elements added at plus end (distal end) 

 Driven by hydrolysis of ATP to ADP 

-> energy to maintain structure 

o Ena/Vasp are concentrated at the tips of filopodia and promote plus end elongation 

o Filopodia growth and retrograde actin flow are inversely correlated 

Navigation 
- Encounter substrate: adding more actin subunits at tip  -> longer filopodia -> attach to substrate  

-> tension is built up -> traction force via transition zone -> tension released by pulling growth cone 

forward -> fight between actin filaments that advance & dragging growth cone along (microtubules) 

- Filopodia can exert force -> one filopodium has the strength to dislocate an axon 

- Filopodia induce growth cone turning 

o If axon is too large it’s too heavy for filopodia to pull -> axons pulls growth cone 

o Depending on how attractive the surface is you get different morphologies 

- The cytoskeleton steers the growth cone 

o Molecular drug (cytoscylysin) weakens actin skeleton -> growth cone turns away from it 

o Drug that stabilizes microtubules -> axon turns towards it 

- Information derived from the interaction of surface receptors with guidance cues is transmitted to the 

cytoskeleton 

The clutch mechanism 

Actin is linked to substrate (anchor) 

Sliding of microtubules -> moving forward 

More general statements 

- Actin filaments are required for axon guidance 

- Signal transduction pathway linking Rho GTPases to the cytoskeleton 

o Profiling: make more actin elements 

o Cofilin: take off acting filaments 

-> balance of profiling & cofilin can induce turns 

-     Axon branching is important for neuronal connectivity 

o Less material needs to be made -> nature way of connectivity 

o Rearrangement in cytoskeleton for new branches  

(assembling actin on one side) 

o Then microtubules are inserted -> new branch  
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05 Axon guidance 

Sperry’s chemoaffinity hypothesis 
The specificity of axonal connections within a neural map is determined by molecular tags (address labels) 

on projecting axons and their target cells 

 Not a different signal for every axon but concentration differences 

What are these molecular tags or guidance cues? 

The labeled-pathway hypothesis – “follow the one that knows how to get there” 

- Fallowers can specifically recognize pioneer axons and follow them 

- If you take away the pioneer the followers will not find the target in insects 

- In vertebrates there are other mechanisms: fallower can turn into pioneer 

Solve a big problem by cutting it down to little steps - pioneers 

- Navigation depends on landmarks and information about direction 

-> Molecular cues in the ECM or presented by cells 

- Axons use guidepost cells as intermediate targets 

o Neurons send out axon straight until they hit landmarks 

which induced turns 

o If you ablate only one of the guideposts the axon is lost 

Towards molecular basis of axon guidance 

- Growth cones readily grow onto a more attractive substratum 

o Translocates onto schwann cell & remains on it’s surface because it likes it better than the 

surrounding -> has to do something with the molecular structure 

- Growth cones actively explore their environment 

- Axons select their pathway according to adhesive strength 

o Axons prefer culture dish that are precoated with ECM molecules 

Test how fast they are growing and how long it takes 

to get them off 

 The strength of adhesion does not correlate with growth rate or preference 

 Still, adhesion does play a role in axon guidance.. 

Muscle innervation is regulated by cell adhesion molecules 

- Blocking neural activity with curare (dTc) -> more PSA -> more branching 

- Effects of activity blockade can be prevented when PSA is removed (additional branches are lost again) 

- Blocking ngCAM function -> more branching 

Depending on how much axon-axon interaction & how much axon-

muscle interaction there is you get different patterns 

Fasciculation 

Axon-axon adhesions (nCAM: binds axons together & axons to muscles) 

Selective fasciculation 

2 diff. types of axons recognize each other by surface molecules 

-> selective search for the same axons & inhibition against others 

Defasciculation & Selective Defasciculation 

PSA (Polysiatic acid) & Beat act as de-adhesion molecules 
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Separation of PNS & CNS 

- Growth cones from the PNS collapse upon contact with CNS 

o Collaps & retrieval of growth cone -> can’t cross each other  

-> repelled by something on the surface 

- Semaphorin3A repels NGF-dependent sensory axons 

o Radial outgrowth of DRG axons with control COS cells 

o Semaphorin3A repels DRG axons 

- DRG growth cones collapse after addition of Sema3A to the medium 

Axon guidance – a cooperation of attractive and repulsive cues 
- Attraction to a source of attractant 

- Repellent: axon turns away 

o axons growths towards repellent source  

-> collapses -> can only grow if it turns away 

Information from the interaction of surface receptors with guidance cues is transmitted to the cytoskeleton 

Stabilization of filopodia on the 

side of the attractant 

Destabilization if filopodia on the 

other side 

 turn towards attractant 

 

 

Which molecules act ad guidance cues (or their receptors)? 

e.g. sema3A 

How many are there? 

Is one good enough? How many do we need? Can they be recycled? 

Do all axons listen to the same guidance cues? 

We need quite a lot but not separate ones for every axon 

Four mechanisms cooperate to guidance axons 

Long-range cues (diffusion gradients)  

Chemorepulsion / Chemoattraction 

Short-range cues 

Contact repulsion / Contact attraction  

Comissural neurons 
Axons grow towards the floor plate, cross it and then grow towards the brain in the longitudinal axis 

-> axons are attracted to the floor plate but when they reach it they are repelled and therefore move on 

Open book preparation 

cut dorsal roof plate & don’t have to cut the axons 

- Netrin is a chemoattractant for commissural axons (long-range cue) 

o Netrin is expressed highly in the cells of the floor plate 

o Netrin-1 is sufficient for long-range guidance of commissural axons 

 In a dose dependent manner 

 demonstrating that netrin does guide axons towards source of gradient (floor plate) 

- Draxin is expressed by the roof plate and repels commissural axons (repellent like BMPs) 
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Axons entering the floor plate 

- Interaction between growth cone axonin-1 and floor plate NrCAM 

 -> axons enter floor plate 

- NrCAM 

o expressed by floor-plate cells 

o binding partner for axonin-1 in commissural axon guidance 

-> axons bundle up (fasciculation) 

- no nrCAM: defasculated, axons grow as individuals but still find their way (cross the midline) 

- no axonin: stay on ipsilateral side (can’t find the way) 

 fasciculation is not required for commissural axon pathfinding in higher vertebrates 

Why do commissural axons ever leave or why do they no re-enter the floor plate? 

- Comissural axons loose responsiveness to netrin after contact with the floor plate 

o Attractive effect is silenced after the axons cross the midline  

-> loss of responsiveness (no matter what distance) -> don’t cross again 

- Midline glia in the ventral nerve cord = floor plate in vertebrates 

o Midline-derived guidance cues in the ventral nerve cord 

Roundabout mutant (Robo): 

axons cross midline again & again 

-> too much attraction 

 

Comissureless mutant (Comm): 

fail to cross the midline  

-> too much repulsion 

 A screen for midline crossing mutants in drosophila -> identification of comissureless & roundabout 

- The upregulation of roundabouts prevents axons from recrossing the floor plate 

o Robo receptor expression is triggered by comm (after it crosses the midline) 

- The balance between positive & negative signals is shifted upon floor plate contact 

o the axons can only read the positive signs before the crossing because they 

lack the receptor for the negative signals 

- RabGDI is required for Robo1 insertion into the growth cone membrane 

o Trafficking is an important regulator of protein expression on the growth cone surface 

Axons switch their behavior at choice points 

- Attraction to midline: netrin activation of DCC 

o netrin =chemoattractant produced by midline cells 

o DCC =receptor for netrin expressed in axons once they reach the 

midline 

- Crossing and moving from the midline: 

o 1. Upregulation of Robo expression -> Robo binds to Slit -> repulsion 

o 2. Loss of netrin responsiveness: DCC & Robo bind to each other 

    -> no attraction 

How can axons switch their behavior at choice points (intermediate targets)? 

1. Changes in transcription 

2. Changes in translation 

3. Changes in protein stability 

4. Changes in vesicle trafficking/membrane insertion 
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Comissural axons turn rostrally (towards brain) upon floor-plate exit 

- Wnts (attractant) are expressed in a decreasing rostral to caudal gradient 

- Sonic hedgehog (repellent) is expressed the other way around 

 Wnt4 (attractant) & Shh (repellent) guide commissural axons along the 

longitudinal axis of the spinal cord  

- Shh acts as a attractant for pre-crossing axons (like netrin) 

- Shh acts as a repellent cue for post-crossing commissural axons 

-> commissural axons change the Shh receptor on the midline 

-> same axons receives shh as attractant first and later as repellent 

o Glypican1 mediates the switch in responsiveness to Shh at the midline 

-> Timing is important in development! 

- Sfrp1 forms a wnt activity gradient along the chicken spinal cord 

o In some species: expression gradients 

o In others: equal amount of wnt is produced but a gradient is made with sfrp1 

-> acts as an antagonist -> prevents wnt from binding to receptor 

-> gradient distribution of wnt even thogh it’s expressed equally along the axis 

- Shh guides post commissural axons both directly and indirectly by regulating wnt acitivity 

o Shh: key molecule that induces expression of sfrp 

o Srfp: froms a gradient out of homogeneously expressed wnt 

 Two gradients wnt (attractant) & shh (repulsive) are formed
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Radially 

tangentially 

06: Cell Migration 

Imaging of cell migration with time-lapse video microscopy:  
Requirements: 

- Efficient labeling of cells with fluorescence markers 

- Detection with confocal or two-photon microscopy 

 

 

 

 

UV-light source (laser) 
 

Focus on point in tissue 
tissue emits light back 
focus emitted light 
-> focus in very precise 
plane 

 
 

 

Infra red light 
 

Focus on certain area 
only on the focus you 
will see emitted light 
because it will only 
emit light when hit by 
2 photons at the same 
time (that happens 
only at focus plane) 

    

Migration Pathways in the Central Nervous System 
Migration 

- Tangential  ->  GABAergic interneurons (first tangential, then radial)  

o Coronal 

o Saggital 

- Radial          ->  glutamatergic pyramidal neurons 

Development of the cerebral cortex 
- Somal Translocation: 

Neurons lose contact to 

ventricular site 

Extend their processes up 

soma is pulled up 

- Glia-guided Locomotion: 

Radial glia cells have long 

processes that extend up to 

the surface 

Neurons will use them to 

migrate outwards 

Early Neurogenesis in the Cerebral Cortex 
One cell thick, pseudostratified neuroepithelium 

Interkinetic migration: nucleus goes 

up and down during mitosis 

-> Pseudostratified: nuclei positioned 

at different levels due to different 

cell cycles 

- Membrane-permeant reactive tracers to 

introduce fluorescent dyes 

- GFP-expression in transgenic animals 

- GFP-expression after viral infections 

Have migrated 
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Inside-Out Development of the Cortical Plate 
Neurons always go past the last formed layer 

Experiment to prove this: 

Injecting [ 3H]Thymidine at several stages of embryo: 

-> all the neurons that have become postmitotic will be radioactive 

-> neurons that have been born later are outside 

 

 

 

Migration of neuronal precursor cells during brain development – Summary 
Cerebral Cortex: 

a. Radial migration 

Formation of excitatory pyramidal neurons in the cortex 

At least two major migration modes: 

o Somal translocation (early in development) 

o Glial guided locomotion along radial glia 

b. Tangential migration 

Immigration of inhibitory interneurons into the cortex and olfactory bulb 

Cerebellum: 

a. Radial migration of Purkinje precursor cells 

b. Tangential migration of cerebellar granule cell precursors and precursors of the precerebellar nuclei 

Model of Saltatory Neuronal Migration 
- Leading process adheres to environment 

- Centrosome I spushed into next dilatation 

      -> nucleus follows 

- Discontinuous movement 

Requirements for movement: 

- Selective adhesion 

- Dynamic reorganization of cytoskeleton 

 

Cortical Migration Defects 

Initiation Defects 

- Cells accumulate in the VZ, don’t move up along the glia 

- Human Disorder: Periventricular Heterotopia:  

- Mutated Genes on X-Chromosome: 

o Filamin A (FLNA) -> actin-binding protein 

o Arfgef2 -> vesicle trafficking 

Ongoing Migration Defects 

- Organization in the cortical plate is severely disturbed 

- Human Disorder : Lissencephaly, Subcortical Band Heterotopia (Double Cortex) 

- Mutated Genes: Dcx, Lis1, etc. 
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Lamination Defect 

- Outside-in organization instead of inside out 

- Human Disorder: Lissencephaly, Cerebellar Hypoplasia (only rudiment of Cerebellum  

-> severe ataxia) 

- Mutated Gene: Reelin (RELN) 

Stop Signal Defect 

- Neurons pass the marginal zone and settle on the outside 

- Human Disorder: Cobblestone Lissencephaly (small protrusions like cobblestones) 

- Mutated Gene: POMT1, POMGnT1, Fukutin 

Functional Networks of Neuronal Migration Factors 
Mutations leading to defects in the cortex development affect 

mostly genes involved in the assembly, stability & dynamics of the microtubule 

cytoskeleton 

 

 

 

Neural Crest Cell Migration 

 

Mechanism of cell migration within ECM (model) 
- Pseudopod protrusion at the leading edge 

- Formation of focal contact 

- Focalized proteolysis 

- Actomyosin contraction 

- Detachment of the trailing edge 

Migration of neural crest cells in the embryonic trunk 
- Ventral migration path 

o Dorsal root ganglia 

o Sympathetic ganglia 

o Medulla of the adrenal gland 

- Dorso-lateral migration path 

o Melanocytes of the skin (pigment cells) 

Neural Crest cell migration – Summary 
- Neural crest cells emigrate from the dorsal neural tube shortly after its closure 

- Some subpopulations migrate large distances giving rise to a wide variety of neural & non-neural 

tissues 

- In the peripheral nervous system, sensory, sympathetic & enteric neurons as well as Schwann cells 

originate from the neural crest 

- Cell surface and ECM molecules of the surrounding tissues guide neural crest cells to their targets  
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07 Neural circuits 

Map formation 

Different kind of maps 

visual system:  

- topographic map: preserves exact positional information 

of the stimuli at each level 

- 1:1 relationship between every point in environment & 

retina & visual cortex 

- projections from the retina are relayed in the lateral geniculate nucleus on their way to the cortex 

Olfactory system:  

- Discrete map (non-topographic): preserves only quality 

of the stimulus bot not location 

- Do not require 1:1 relationship  

- All with the same quality fire together & send their axons 

to the same glomerulus 

- One neuron only represents one type of odorant receptor 

Visual System 

reversal of the image in the tectum: 
dorsal neuron  -> ventral tectum 

ventral neuron -> dorsal tectum 

nasal neurons  -> posterior tectum 

temporal neurons -> anterior tectum 

Neural circuit formation in the visual system 
- Position dependent, differential axon overshoot: 

axon guidance molecules needed to bring axons close to the targets 

- Topographic branching along axon shaft: 

axons explore the target area with filopodial extrusions from the 

growth cone -> interactions with several synapses 

- Preferential arborization of topographic branches: 

branches are made with appropriate cells 

- Remodeling to generate precise topography 

the ones not necessary are pruned back 

Forming a topographic map 
- Neurons now relatively speaking where they belong & have to go even if absolute position changes 

- Relative relationship of the neurons is deciding on the pattern 

- Neurons need to know what their neighbor is doing & where he is going 

- Know where they have to go through competition 

The Bonhoeffer stripe assay 
- Alternating stripes (anterior – posterior – etc.) of the tectum on a dish 

- Stripe of retina on top (nasal part left & temporal part right) 

- Nasal axons grow on every substrate (able to grow until posterior) 

- Temporal axons grow only on the anterior stipes (avoid posterior tectum) 

 Gradient of guidance molecules in the tectum telling the axons where to go 

- If the membrane was heated: temporal axons also grew on both membranes 

 Loss of repulsiveness because protein was degraded  

 repulsive guidance molecule involved: Ephrin 
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Gradients of Eph-receptors and Ephrins control retinal axon targeting 

Ephrin-A gradient in the tectum: defines A-P axis 

high posterior (cortical)    –    low anterior (rostral) 

EphA-Receptor: 

- axons from the temporal retina express a high level 

 grow to anterior tectum (repelled by high EphA conc.) 

- axons from the nasal retina have low expression 

–> grow to posterior tectum (don’t mind high EphA conc.) 

Ephrin-B gradient: defines D-V axis 

Axon-axon competition contributes to topographic map formation 
Axons have to have the exact same relationship on a very small scale 

-> axon has to stay between its other neighbors in order to preserve 

the image 

- competition between the growth cones in the tectum  

- presence of Eph-Receptors on growth cones decides who can 

go further 

- required for the fine tuning 

- a way of axonal interaction 

- the ones that can go furthest have the least Eph-Receptors (repulsive) 

Wiring the olfactory system 
- receptor with the same odorant fire together 

- Receptor type tells neuron where to go (not location) 

- All the axons that carry the same receptor go to the same 

glomerulus 

- One neuron – one receptor rule 

The olfactory map is established in a stepwise manner 
- global targeting: timing of expression of receptors 

 

- local sorting: activity dependent 

if at wrong place the activity is low (low cAMP 

levels) 

 

Timing and expression of repellants I crucial for axonal targeting (global targeting) 
- older axons express Sema3F earlier 

- newer axons express Nrp2 

 countergradients 

 axons are sorted out along the way (before they 

reach the target) 

 axons arrive in a very ordered manner and on  a 

narrow scale the activity level will come into it 

Specific Neurexins & Neuroligins connect pre- & postsynaptic sites of synapses 

- neurexines: on pre-synapse 

- neuroligins: on post-synapse 
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Different mechanisms are used in spine development 

a. growth cone finds a site that is already predisposed to 

be a post synapse 

b. axon elicits the formation of a postsynaptic site -> 

decides where the synapse is formed 

c. filopodium makes contact with a passing axon & elicits 

the formation of pre & postsynaptic site -> 

independent of growth cone 

Aberrant synaptic stability – a hallmark of neurodevelopmental disorders 

 see neurodevelopmental disorders 

Activity –dependent steps in neural circuit formation (local sorting) 
- groups of neurons that are active at the same time -> different patterns 

- before the animal can see: spontaneous activity waves to disentangle the interwoven synapses 

-> segregation of the two eyes 

- The formation of ocular dominance columns depends on neural activity 

- Connections in the visual system are refined by pruning of exuberant branches  

(only the connections that are meaningful remain) 

 monocular deprivation leads to changes in ocular dominance 

only the stimuli from the open eye make sense, the waves from the closed eye are random 

changes only occur in during the “sensitive period” 
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08 Neural Crest Stem Cells 

Stem Cell Properties 
- Self-Renewal 

- Multipotency (can differentiate into several cell types) 

 Finely tuned balance between stem cell maintenance, proliferation & differentiation 

 Generation of specialized cell types at correct location, time point & in appropriate numbers 

Generation of Neural Crest Cells during Neurulation 

Neural Crest as Model System to Study Stem Cell Biology: 

Highly migratory cell population in the vertebrate 

embryo emerging at the dorsal part of the closing neural 

tube during neurulation 

Neural crest cells generate 

- Most of the PNS 

- Pigment cells in the skin 

- etc. 

Studying epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and migration of Neural Crest Cells 

Generated cells:  

- most of the PNS: 

o Sensory neurons in DRG (dorsal route ganglion) 

o Satellite glia (covering the neurons) 

o Autonomic NS 

o Enteric NS 

o Schwann Cells 

- Pigment cells in the skin 
- Smooth muscle in the outflow tract of the heart (other muscles come from the mesodermal layer)  
- Cartilage etc. 

In vivo fate mapping using the Cre/loxP system 
Cre (=recombinase) + Cre reporter:  

loxP = sequences recognized by Cre  

-> recombination at loxP sites -> deletion of stop signal  

-> marker on LacZ is active -> can visualize 

Mapping cell derivatives with quail chick chimeras 
- Find out which part of the neural tube gives rise to which part of the body 

- Take out parts of the neural tube & transplant into chicken embryo -> look at skin pigmentation 

 NCCs differentiate according to their axial position 

 Fate of NCCs is influenced by the new environmental signals 

 Potential is broader than the fate 

Development of multiple cell types 
Selective effect of a factor on a heterogenous population of lineage-restriced cells 

 Selective elimination or proliferation 

Instructive effect of a factor on a homogenous population of multipotent stem cells 

 Fate specific at expense of all other possible fates 
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The Neural Crest Cell Culture System 
- Clonal analysis revealing multipotency & self-renewal capacity of NCSCs 

- Identification of cues regulation NCSC differentiation 

- Instructive Growth Factors Regulating early emigrating NCSCs 

 

In Vivo Relevance of Multipotency found in cultured NCSCs? 
In vivo: homogenous population of multipotent cells or heterogenous population of fate-restricted cells? 

-> Controversial study results: hast to be addressed by genetic cell fate mapping using the confetti mouse 

Conclusions:  

- the vast majority of NCC are multipotent founder cells 

- very few fate-restricted founder cells (few clones contributing to single derivatives) 

- multipotency appears to be maintained in migratory NCCs: Evidence for stem cells in vivo 

 Neural Crest-derived Cells with Stem Cell features also persist in adult structures 

Bsp: neural crest derived cells in adult skin are multipotent 

o Physiological role in homeostasis & regeneration (wound healing)? 

o Role in initiation of tumors derived from neural crest structures (melanoma)? 
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09 Synapse Formation I 
How to build a synapse? 

- Presynaptic assembly 

- Postsynaptic assembly 

Key requirements for the synapse 
1. Flexibility (transmit signal in a flexible way –> modifiable by proteins) 

2. Speed (rapid transmission) 

3. Repetitive use (high frequencies) 

“Synaptic Modules”: 
 

 

 

1. Vesicle Fusion 
crucial proteins for vesicle fusion: SNAREs:  

- Synaptic vesicle: v-snare 

- Membrane: t-snare 

Fret: Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer 

If two molecules are close: energy transferred to neighboring molecule 

 Decrease in donor fluorescence / increase in acceptor fluorescence 

 Can be used to probe intermolecular distance 

Experiment: vesicle fusion in vitro 

Fuse green labeled lipids with synaptic vesicle -> diluted version of green 

fuse with a red labeled liposome: when red & green are close: FRET signal 

-> we observe a decrease in donor fluorescence (red & green are close) 

-> interaction of t & v SNAREs -> proof for vesicle fusion 

-> SNARE proteins & lipids is all that is needed for vesicle fusion 

  vesicle fusion can be reconstituted in vitro in the absence of 

active zone components or Calcium 

(however, Ca is required to efficiently trigger AP-evoked vesicle fusion) 

Key Requirements: Speed 

 Rapid AP-triggered vesicle fusion requires a short distance between Ca channels & synaptic 

vesicles (due to low Ca affinity of vesicular protein that triggers fusion) 

2. Active Zone (AZ): 
 Platform for rapid fusion of synaptic vesicles after Ca influx 

 AZ membrane is decorated by a set of specialized proteins (proteins that are only at the AZ) 

Active zone Assembly 

Contact with postsynaptic partner required? 

 Presynaptic differentiation can be induced by expression of a single postsynaptic cell adhesion 

(Neuroligin) on non-neuronal cells 

-> expression of neuroligin on a non-neuron cell is sufficient to form a presynapse 

 Active-zone formation after contact with polylysine-coated beads 

 Active zone assembly does not require a postsynaptic partner -> orphan AZ 
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Are orphan AZs functional? 

o Probing exocytosis using FM Destaining (p27+) 

 Orphan synapses can undergo exocytosis 

 Vesicle clusters are mobile & can undergo fusion 

 Self Assembly of active zones: Functional synapses can form without a postsynaptic partner! 

Delivery as preassembled units or single components? 

 Most active zone components & synaptic vesicle proteins are delivered in preassembled multi-

vesicle transport aggregates (“Digital”) -> shipped in one package 

 Microtubule (MT) polarity & specific MT-associated proteins specifically target synaptic 

components to synapses in axons or dendrites->polarity of MT decides in which direction itgoes 

Which molecules are involved in AZ assembly? 

 Synapse Defective-I (DSys-1) is required for normal synaptic vesicle targeting in the Drosophila 

PNS & CNS, as well as in the mouse CNS (evolutionary conserved) 

 The small GTPase Rab3 is required for normal AZ distribution and pre/post matching  

(if mutant: AZs cluster together) 

 But: Normal function of rab3 mutant synapses (even though morphology is totally different) 

Presynaptic Developtment & Active Zone Assembly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Postsynaptic density (PSD) 

Assembly: 

Contact with presynaptic partner required? 

 Neurexin expression in non-neuronal cells clusters glutamate- 

& GABA postsynaptic scaffolding proteins in dendrites  

-> expression of neurexin is sufficient to form a postsynapse  

 Neuroligin expression in non-neuronal cells clusters glutamate 

& GABA synaptic vesicles 

Delivery as preassembled units or single components? 

Siehe nächste Seite 
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10 Synapse Formation II & Synaptic Plasticity 

How to build a synapse? -> “Synaptic Modules” (Repetition) 
1. Vesicle fusion can be reconstituted in vitro in the absence of 

cytomatrix scaffolds or Ca2+ 

2. “Self-Assembly” of active zones: functional presynapses can form without postsynaptic partner 

Most active zone components & synaptic vesicle proteins are delivered in preassembled multi-

vesicle transport aggregates (“Digital”) 

The Drosophila NMJ can be used to uncover genes that are involved in AZ assembly 

3. Neurexin expression in non-neuronal cells induces 

accumulation of postsynaptic scaffolding proteins in dendrites  

Neuroligins are involved in determining the sign of a synapse 

(inhibitory/excitatory) 

Postsynaptic density (PSD) assembly 
Delivery as preassembled units or single components? 

(fortsetzend an Synaptic formation I) 

 Nonsynaptic clusters of postsynaptic scaffolding 

proteins  

(=> preassembled delivery) 

 Mobile and stationary non-synaptic clusters of 

postsynaptic scaffolding proteins 

 Sites opposed to stationary nonsynaptic scaffold clusters are readily 

transformed to active presynaptic terminals 

Activity dependent? 

Glutamate Uncaging 

 2-Photon glutamate uncaging can be employed to mimic neurotransmitter 

release at individual synapses 

Activity-dependent Spinogenesis 

 Glutamate uncaging can be used to “grow” a postsynaptic structure (spine) within seconds 

Spinogenesis can be rapidly induced by presynaptic activity! 

NL-I Regulates Activity-dependent Spinogenesis 

 Neuroligin I is required for glutamate uncaging induces spinogenesis 

 Glutamate uncaging induces spine growth & accumulation of the postsynaptic density protein PSD-95 

in mature synapses => Plasticity! 

Postsynaptic & transsynaptic molecules 

Postsynaptic Density Assembly 
 Excitatory & Inhibitory synapses are characterized by specific pre- & postsynaptic proteins 
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Transsynaptic Molecules 
 Hemophilic & heterophilic interaction between cell adhesion molecules at synapses 

 Cell adhesion molecules play specific roles in synapse formation 

 Transsynaptic cell adhesion molecules play a role in synapse formation, and in synaptic plasticity at 

mature synapses 

 Cell adhesion molecules play a crucial role in synaptic plasticity 

 Cell adhesion molecules have been linked to autism-spectrum disorders

 

Timing of Synaptogenesis 

 

 Cell adhesion molecule interaction => presynaptic assembly => postsynaptic assembly 

 Maturation: Elimination & competition 

Difference between Synapses 
Synaptic [transmission] strength:Degree of postsynaptic 

voltage/current change in response to action-potential stimulation 

(strong synapse: many channels open -> strong depolarizstion) 

 

 

Maturation 
 Neurotransmitter release probability (and thus synaptic 

strength) depends on the number of synapses per dendritic 

branch 

 Neurotransmitter release probability depends on the number of 

synapses that are made onto a dendritic branch! 

 The in vivo mouse NMJ has been used to study synapse maturation 

 Elimination of multiple innervations during maturation 

 Synapse elimination results in monosynaptic innervation 
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Competition 
 Input segregation precedes terminal withdrawal from the NMJ 

 Patterns of motoneuron activity modulate synapse elimination 

at the NMJ 

 All synapses but one are eliminated during development of 

climbing fiber-cerebellar Purkinje synapses 

 Activity-dependent synapse elimination of cerebellar climbing fiber  

Purkinje cell synapses require PQ-type Ca2+ channels and Arc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plasticity 
 Only the “largest” climbing fiber input becomes stronger! 

 Synchronous activation of climbing fiber (CF) and purkinje cell 

(PC) is commonly used to induce long-term increases in 

synaptic strength (long-term potentiation LTP) 

 Long-term potentiation only occurs at large inputs, and results 

in increased conductance of AMPA-type glutamate receptors 

 The “winner synapse” undergoes LTP (becomes stronger) 

and eliminates the other synapses through postsynaptic Ca2+/Arc signaling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Build a Synapse? 
- Preformed complexes of presynaptic & postsynaptic proteins 

- Specific transsynaptic signaling 

- Assembly of presynapse => assembly of postsynapse 

- Maturation (often) involves synapse elimination which is activity dependent 

- Chances in synaptic strength (synaptic plasticity) of mature synapses may involve molecular 

mechanisms that had been used during synaptogenesis 
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11 Sleep and Development 

How do we measure sleep 

Electroencephalography (EEG) 
EEG measures potential difference in large cortical networks 

Rapid eye-movement (REM) sleep 
- Discovered first in humans (earlier associated with dreaming) 

- Later in cats 

 Started golden years of sleep research 

Sleep stages (Vigilance states) 
 Brain waves (EEG) Eyes (EOG) Muscles (EMG) 

Waking High frequency activity High activity 

NonREM Sleep    

N1 (superficial)  Wake - sleep Rolling eyes (slow) activity 

N2 (real sleep) First slow wave  Decreased 

N3 (deep sleep) Only slow waves  Decreased 

REM Sleep High frequency Rapid,large eye 
movements 

No muscle activity 

Sleep architecture 
- Alternation of nonREM & REM sleep during the night 

- Over the night: 

o Deep NonREM sleep decreases  

(no deep sleep in the end of the night) 

o REM sleep duration increases  

(only brief REM sleep periods in the beginning) 

o Number of slow waves & sleep depth decreases across sleep period 

Slow wave activity (SWA) reflects sleep homeostasis 
- Sleep homeostasis: Balancing the sleep pressure over 24hrs 

- Normal: SWA high at beginning of night 

- Sleep deprived: more SWA 

- Daytime nap: less SWA 

 Sleep is a regulated process 

 EEG slow waves reflect sleep homeostasis 

Neuronal level 
 need animal model 

- Vigilance states are the same in rodents as in humans 

 Also in rodents SWA reflects sleep homeostasis 

 Can study these aspects in animal models 

Sleep slow oscillations 

- On the neuronal level EEG slow waves are reflected by an alternation 

between ON (spiking activity) and OFF (no activity) periods 

- Early sleep: all units are synchronized -> large amplitudes of slow waves 

- Late sleep: not synchronized anymore -> more shallow sleep 

- Cause of changes in synchronization:  

Long term potentiation (LTP) 
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Synaptic strength and slow waves 

Computer model mimicking sleep (Quantification by measuring the slope) 

- High synaptic strength: Synchronized alternation -> high amplitude waves 

- Low synaptic strength: -> more shallow slow waves 

 On the neuronal level: slow waves are reflected by ON & OFF periods 

 The level of synchronization is determining the size of the slow waves 

Development of Sleep 

From poly-to monophasic sleep 
In the first year of life a sleep pattern is established  

(irregular sleep phases –> major sleep period during night & 1 during day) 

Most adults develop a monophasic sleep pattern (not true for all societies) 

Changes in sleep duration  
 

Age dependent inter-individual differences in sleep duration: 

Very individual in infants: some sleep 9-10hrs, others 19hrs 

A lot of sleep (infants) –> less sleep & less inter-individual differences (adults) 

 

Sleep stages during development 
Total sleep time decreases 

Amount of REM sleep decreased during first years   

(then stabilizes) 

Changes of EEG slow wave activity during development 
 

SWA increase during first year 

Plateau of SWA around puberty 

Dramatic decrease of SWA during adolescence (then stabilizes) 

Similar Trajectories: Synapse density and energy consumption 
- Number of neurons stay the same 

- Synapse density increases dramatically during first yrs 

- Pruning during puberty  

(synapses are removed again) 

- Lots of synapses need lots of energy  

-> get more efficient with pruning (optimization) 

Changes in cortical excitability 
Brain responds more to the tone in younger children  

–> Increased cortical excitability in pre-pubertal children  

–> Reduced responsiveness of the system in adolescents 

Summary of first part: 
- More synapses use more energy 

- More synapses lead to increased network synchronization & larger slow waves 

- Pruning: Refining process during adolescence (more synapses are eliminated than newly formed) 
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Measure structural changes due to pruning 
- Two photon imaging in mice: quantify the spines over time 

-> more spines are eliminated than newly formed during pruning period 

- Structural magnetic resonance imaging: MRI cortical thickness (quantify volume of grey matter) 

-> grey matter becomes thinner (decrease in volume) 

Local maturation 
- Not all areas are maturing at the same time 

- Cortical grey matter maturation starts in the back and ends in the front 

-> back to front 

Age dependent SWA topography 
- SWA maturation from back to front  

–> Similar trajectory 

 Gray matter maturation parallels changes in slow wave activity 

(Inverted U-Shape) 

 White matter shows a linear increase across age (up to 34yrs), 

parallel to SW-coherence 

(can be shown with diffusion tensor imaging) 

Functional relationship (Connectivity – Behavior) 

Back brain regions:  

- synapse density peak is early 

- fast skill development during first year (max at 4yrs) 

- functions from visual cortex 

Frontal brain regions: 

- later peak in synapse density 

- skill development takes longer (max at 30yrs) 

- higher cognitive functions 

 predominance of SWA shits from back to front 

 Parallels anatomical & behavioral maturation 

How could this be explained? 

Synaptic homeostasis hypothesis 
function of sleep: maintain synaptic strength over time 

day (wakefulness):  

learning induces synaptic potentiation 

-> more synaptic strength 

-> increased energy expenditure -> saturation 

-> Slow wave increase -> sleep 

night (sleep): 

synaptic downscaling (renormalizing synaptic 

strength) -> loss of weak connections -> sum will be 

the same as before but relationship changes 

-> energy expenditure decreases  

-> more potential to learn new things 

-> slow wave decrease -> process comes to halt 

Synaptic strength is balanced across 24hrs (=synaptic homeostasis) 

-> Wakefulness favors synaptic potentiation / synapse formation  (more spines are formed than lost) 

-> Sleep favors synaptic depression / synapse elimination  (more spines are lost than formed) 
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Is this related to performance? – local increase in SWA 

- Local area shows increased SWA after learning during sleep 

- The more SWA in this area the better performance the next morning 

->  nonREM sleep is important for learning 

 if SWA is suppressed the subject could not increase the performance 

 Slow waves seem to be related to sleep dependent performance changes 

Relationship to markers of maturation - Children 

 the deeper an area sleeps the more has it the ability to increase SWA due to learning in children 

 the more grey matter volume in the right parietal cortex the more they increased SWA due to 

learning 

 experience dependent increase in SWA is larger in children 

 Children seem to benefit more from sleep 

Continuous spike-wave epilepsy in NonREM sleep in some children 

 Children with epileptic spike waves during sleep lose cognitive abilities again over night 

-> disturbing the SW pattern eliminates the renormalization of synaptic strength 

-> saturation -> cannot learn new things or loses abilities again 

Consclusions 
 Sleep quantity & quality changes during development 

 Sleep slow waves mirror cortical maturation 

 Synaptic homeostasis may play a role during development 
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13 & 14 – Neurodevelopmental Diseases 

Schizophrenia 

History 
- Dementia Praecox, 1919, Emil Kraepelin (“preform of dementia”) 

- Schizophrenia, 1911, Eugen Beuler (“split brain”) 

Symptoms 
Schizophrenia is charachterized by abnormal mental functions and (resulting) disturbed behavior 

Positive symptoms (Psychosis) - hallmark symptoms 

-> not observed in any other disease at that level 

Negative symptoms 

-> can also be present in other diseases like depression 

Cognitive symptoms 

-> have been neglected for a long time 

 Difficult to narrow down to one disease 

 Develops over time 

 Additional mood symptoms like depression & anxiety 

Genetic factors 
Vulnerability to schizophrenia is clearly related to genetic factors 

- Based on evidence from family, twin and adoption studies 

- Not caused by one mutation on one gene 

- genetics alone cannot explain the occurrence of the disease 

Environmental factors 
- Viral infection during fetal/infant development 

- Exposure to toxic, traumatic, or autoimmune insults 

- Poor maternal nutrition 

- Problems during gestation (e.g. problems during labor/birth) 

Physical changes in the brain (not specific for diagnosis) 
- Enlarged ventricles indicate shrinkage of brain tissue (not clear whether consequence or cause) 

o But ventricle volume is very individual -> cannot compare between ppl (only siblings) 

o Ventricle size varies with gender & age 

 Males: significant increase of ventricles with age 

 Females: no significant change 

- Reduced size of hippocampus and amygdala 

- Changes in fine structure & function of cortical connections dopamine & glutamate transmission 

(can only be analyzed post-mortem -> not useful for diagnosis) 

- Spine density on apical dendrites of pyramidal cells is reduced in schizophrenic patients 

 Problem in the connectivity 

Dopamine hypothesis 
- Antipsychotic drugs that act on D2 receptors are effective in some patients 

-> D2 receptor antagonists as drugs  

-> less hallucinations and delusions (D2 is responsible for positive symptoms) 

- Consistent with the hypothesis that positive symptoms of schizophrenia are due to an excess of DA 

signaling in the striatal and/or mesolimbic areas of the brain 

However 
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- Negative symptoms are thought to be due to deficits in DA signaling in the prefrontal cortex 

probably mediated by D1 receptors (serious side effects) 

 Should be able to specifically target D1 and D2 in isolation -> difficult 

NMDAR hypofunction hypothesis 
In addition to the dopamine system there is a lot of evidence for a contribution of the glutamate system 

- Morphological changes in SCZ patients’ brains 

- Evidence that NMDA agonists/antagonists affect symptoms/cause symptoms in healthy subjects 

NMDAR is not an easy drug target (can easily elicit cytotoxicity, epileptic seizures, etc.) 

 Don’t know how to influence the different receptor transmissions that are involved 

 not possible to identify a clear pathway that is the cause –> Probably not one disease 

 no real treatment for SCZ –> look for subgroups that are similar 

Disturbed cell polarity 
Cell polarity is disturbed in some brains of SCZ patients 

- control: pyramidal neurons are aligned  

- patients: organization is completely disrupted 

 not clear what that means functionally 

 conclude that probably there is reduced or aberrant connectivity as a result 

but cannot look at that in the living brain -> not helping for diagnosis 

Reduced activity in the frontal cortex 
- difference in activity in frontal cortex both at rest & during task 

-> reduced activity 

- Changes are very broad & not characteristic enough but can contribute to diagnosis 

Maturational processes are perturbed 
Reduced connectivity not because less are made but due to late events in developments 

- Apoptosis 

- Synaptic pruning 

- Myelination 

 Explains manifestation in adolescence & development of the disease 

o Prefrontal cortex is one of the latest areas to develop 

o If something goes wrong with pruning it happens during schooltime/puberty 

Evolution of symptoms in Schizophrenia 
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 Schizophrenic patients often revealed neurological deficits during childhood and adolescence 

- Impaired cognitive skills 

- Attention deficits 

- Irritability 

- Delayed gross motor development 

 Symptoms in childhood only identified in retrospect (not sufficient for diagnosis of SCZ) 

 Similar neurological deficits are evident in the non-schizophrenic relatives of patients 

Difference to other neurological diseases: 
Manifestation not immediate but late (during second or third decade of life) 

-> Schizophrenia was thought to be a degenerative disease earlier (instead of neurodevelopmental disease) 

Concept: etiology of schizophrenia involves multiple hits: Genes and environmental insults 

Model by Mirsky and Duncan 

SCZ emerges if combination of stress & brain abnormalities exceeds threshold 

(applies to all diseases with genetic predispositions & environmental factors) 

- Few mutations & more severe environmental insults 

- Or higher genetic load & fewer need for additional contribution of 

environmental factor -> so that one is pushed above a threshold 

Different neurophysiological characteristics 
e.g. eye tracking:  SCZ patients are unable to follow the movements of a 

pendulum smoothly  (again not absolutely characteristic) 

Treatment 
- About 25% of the patients recover completely  

- More than half of the others improve but still show signs 

- Some patients do not benefit from medication 

- Those who do improve do so within the first 3 yrs of diagnosis 

Mental Retardation (=intellectual disability) 
- Significantly sub-average intellectual functioning (IQ<70) 

- Limitations in adaptive functioning in at least 2 of the following skill areas: 

o Communication, self-care, ability to live independently, social skills, work, leisure, health, 

and safety 

- Onset before 18 yrs (otherwise preform of dementia) 

- Syndromic & non-syndromic forms 

o In general 

 Males are more affected than females 

 X-linked mental retardation (XLMR) common 

 Many protein-coding genes identified on X are expressed in the brain 

-> X-Chromosome important for brain development 

o Non-Syndromic: (cognitive skills is only feature that can be measured)) 

 2/3 of XLMR are non-syndromic 

 ~100 genes associated with XLMR described so far 

 Rare to find a one gene case of MR 

 In most cases: multi genetic disorder (combination of mutations) 

 Non-syndromic-autosomal MR is much more difficult to study 

 2 families with mutation in Neurotrypsin identified 

o Syndromic: (characteristic features additional to MR) e.g. Down syndrome 
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Neutotrypsin – a gene linked to NS-autosomal ID (bzw. MR) 

Mutational analysis of Neurotrypsin 

- Both females & males are affected 

- No common facial features 

- All mutations in neutotrypsin were identical 

- Same mutation was also found in another family 

- A 4bp-deletion induces a premature stop codon resulting in a truncated version of Neurotrypsin 

Neurotrypsin & Agrin 

- Neurotrypin release depends on synaptic activity 

- Neurotrypsin is released in the synaptic cleft in an inactive form 

- Active Neutotrypsin cleaves Agrin into fragments 

o Agrin is a factor that is released from moto neurons in periphery 

o in CNS: involved in synaptogenesis 

- Agrin cleavage depends on the presence of Neurotrypsin and is stimulated by synaptic activity 

o Little 21kDa fragment is important for filopodial formation 

 Increase in the likelihood of generating synapses 

-> plasticity (important in learning & memory) 

- LTP is intact in neurotrypsin-deficient mice but LTP-associated formation of filopodia is abolished 

o Likelihood of making a new synapse is affected but no problem in single synapse plasticity 

- Ne neurotrypsin-dependent agrin cleavage product (agrin-22) rescues filopodia induction in 

neurotrypsin KO mice 

- Neurotrypsin is a coincidence detector 

o Detects whether pre & post synaptic cells are active at 

the same time 

o Only if you have co-activation NMDA activation occurs 

(strengthening of synapse) 

o Only when neurotrypsin is activated it can cleave agrin 

-> induce excessive formation of new filopodia 

-> potential sites for new synapses 

Many of the genes implicated in MR are involved in 
- Neurite outgrowth (regulation of actin cytoskeleton) 

- Axon guidance 

- Synapse formation & plasticity 

- Neurotransmitter release 

 But in most cases we have no idea what genes are involved 

MR can be caused by exposure to drugs during pregnancy 
About 40% of children born to alcoholic mothers show a distinctive profile of anatomical, physiological, and 

behavioral impairments known as Fetal Alcohol Syndrom (FAS) or Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD) 

Children born with FAS 

- Low birth weight, small head circumference 

- Developmental delay 

- Organ dysfunction 

- Facial abnormalities (including smaller eye openings, flattened cheekbones, indistinct philtrum) 

- Epilepsy often occurs together with FAS 

- Poor coordination/fine motor skills 

- Poor socialization skills (often also have autism) 

- In severe cases of FAS: change in brain morphology: absence of corpus callosum 
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Autism 
- Neurodevelopmental disorder defined by 

o Deficits in social interaction 

o Impaired communication 

o And unusual restricted, repetitive behaviors 

- Has been diagnosed more often lately (rise in incidence or awareness?) 

- Disease is present since birth but can only be diagnosed when you can tell an abnormality in the 

behavior (2-3yrs) -> begins in infancy but diagnosed in school/kindergarden 

- Young children with autism  

o do not interact with peers 

o do not share happiness 

o do not interact with parents (don’t like close interactions) 

- maybe signs of sensory overload, avoidance of novel stimuli (limit number of inputs) 

- May or not be mentally retarded 

- 1/3 of individuals with ADS report epilepsy 

Diagnostic criteria for autistic disorder 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual: (DSM) 

Social Interaction: Qualitative impairment in social interactions if at least two of the following are true: 

a. impairment in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors (e.g. eye-to-eye gaze) 

b. failure to develop peer relationships 

c. lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment with other ppl (also lack of empathy) 

d. lack of social or emotional reciprocity 

Communication: Qualitative impairment of communication as manifested by at least one of the following 

a. delay or lack in development of spoken language 

b. impairment in initiating or sustaining a conversation (e.g. only short answers) 

c. stereotyped & repetitive use of language (e.g. repeat question instead of answering) 

d. lack of varied spontaneous make-believe or imitative play 

Behavior: Restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of behavior as manifested by at least one of t.f. 

a. preoccupation with one or more stereotyped or restricted patterns of interest 

b. adherence to nonfunctional routines or rituals (same environment to feel more at ease) 

c. stereotyped and repetitive motor mannerisms (e.g. spinning in circle) 

d. persistent preoccupation with parts of objects 

Conceptualization of a spectrum of autism-related disorders: 
Common theme: deficits in social behavior & communication 

- Childhood Disintegrative Disorder (stop or regression of development) 

- Asperger’s Disorder (lack of social interaction but not mentally retarded) 

- Pervasive Developmental Disorder – Not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS)  

- Rett syndrome 

o Monogenetic form 

o Affects mainly girls (x-linked) -> boys with mutation are not born 

o Normal development in first two years, then stop or regression of development 

 Loss of muscle tone & purposeful use of hands 

 Deterioration of social & language skills 

 Social anxiety, disinterest in other ppl 

 Uncoordinated breathing & seizures 

o Life expectancy: 20-40yrs (gets worse over time) 
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Autism spectrum disorders ASD 
- Sibling recurrence risk -> genes are contributing to autism 

- Autism is more prevalent among males 

- Large data sets of genes, but don’t know which ones really contribute to the disease 

- Many genes are linked to synaptogenesis & axon guidance 

 Neurocircuit formation -> multistep process 

 Autism as an “under-connectivity” syndrome  

(fewer connections or local over-connectivity -> under connectivity over long distances) 

Environmental factors 

Many suggested but association not proven for any factor 

- Thalidomide use (contergan) – infants with no limbs, still used for severe leukemia 

- Viral infections (rubella, influenza, cytomegalovirus) 

- Maternal anticonvulsants (drugs against epileptic seizures) 

Problems to be solved 
- How to make suitable animal models (difficult to pinpoint the disease) 

- Definition of brain regions that are most severely affected 

- Types of alterations (structural vs neurochemical) 

- Biochemical tools for diagnosis (need a marker that can be measured, e.g. CT, blood sample) 

- Overcome problems with diagnosis due to heterogeneity 

Most prevalent abnormalities found in autistic brains 
- Reduced corpus callosum  

- Changes in cerebellar structure 

- Loss of purkinje cells 

Disturbance of the Mirror Neuron System 
- Intend of doing/getting something is impaired 

- Cannot understand intentions of other ppl 

- Interpretation of facial expressions impaired 

Conclusion 
Genes associated with neurodevelopmental diseases affect more 

than one step in neural circuit formation 

 Difficult to pinpoint genetic causes of the diseases 

 

 

Links to videos on autism 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w1c4sF4ZTg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbXjW-cX9kQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U35q146wMZo 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3w1c4sF4ZTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbXjW-cX9kQ
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